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"The Julian Music Festival is excited to announce that the California
Wolf Center has been named the 2015 festival's official beneficiary."

Wandering Wolf
A trail camera set up in Siskiyou county
captured the image of what California
Department of Fish & Wildlife biologists
believe to be a gray wolf! We are hopeful
that this is the second step towards
California wild wolf recovery!
More about the Golden State wolf

Folk Festival

Join us for this end of summer celebration!
The Julian Music festival will be on
September 19th at Menghini Winery in
Julian, CA benefiting the California Wolf
Center. Current California Wolf Center
member? Bring your card and get $5 off
the entrance fee at the gate.
Visit Julian Music Festival Website

Completed Campaign

Our campaign for education was a success!
We raised over $10,000 in 30 days. Thank
you to everyone who supported our efforts
to spread the truth about wolves.
Education is critical to inspire youth to care
about wild wolf recovery.

Film Festival

We will be leading a Q&A at the Julian Film
Festival on Saturday, August 22nd
following a screening of 'OR7 - The
Journey' directed by Clemens Schenk.
Learn more about this iconic wolf and wild
wolf recovery.
Julian Film Festival Information

Joyous Journey
The California famous wolf Journey and his
mate have had another litter of puppies
this year! The Southern Oregon pack
continues to grow, which is great news for
California!
Read more about the Rogue Pack

Voice of the Volunteers

Wade Haiman is a 3rd generation San
Diegan who loves nature, animals and his
family. He began volunteering in an effort
to make a difference while spending more
time with his dad and now he can't stay
away! Wade is a critical part of our team,
always willing to get any job done!
Learn about our volunteer program

The California Wolf Center is dedicated to the recovery of wolves in
the wildlands they once roamed. We envision a landscape where
wolves thrive in healthy ecosystems and wolves and people
successfully coexist.

Donate
californiawolfcenter.org

